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Abstract:
Aim: To develop a method for automatic contour extraction from a 2D image. Material and Method:
The method is divided in two basic parts where the user initially chooses the starting point and the
threshold. Finally the method is applied to computed tomography of bone images. Results: An
interesting method is developed which can lead to a successful boundary extraction of 2D images.
Specifically data extracted from a computed tomography images can be used for 2D bone
reconstruction. Conclusions: We believe that such an algorithm or part of it can be applied on several
other applications for shape feature extraction in medical image analysis and generally at computer
graphics.
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Introduction
There is a plethora of algorithms for contour extraction from medical images. They are quite
useful tools which can be applied at computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR), X-ray,
angiography, ultrasound and other medical data. Except medical images those methods can be used
to several other applications of image processing. Some of those methods can be filters [1], snake
(or deformable) models [2,3] or a variation of it B-snakes [4], and chain code first introduced by
Freeman [5] and commonly used by Bribiesca [6]. Also contour information can be extracted
through segmentation methods [7,8]. There exists plethora of ideas based on variation of those
methods. An example is the recent work introduced by Li [9]. Nowadays contour extraction still is
an attractive problem for a research. Therefore solutions come through new methods such as
computational geometry [10], neural networks [11], a Bayesian inference approach [12] and so on.
Most of these algorithms have to deal with: accuracy of results, the automatism procedure, time
complexity, noise of data and efficiency. However, in our opinion the most important feature has
to do with the accuracy of the extracted information compared with the needs of the real problem.
For example we would like to extract the appropriate inner/outer contours from computer
tomography (CT) slices of a residual human limb to build 3D bone model which will be the basis
for development of a prosthetic finite element (FE) model [13]. This appears to be a quite difficult
technical problem since we are trying to approximate a real model. We will deal with the first part
which has to do with the automatic extraction of the inner/outer contours. Therefore we suggest a
simple and accurate algorithm which can extract the appropriate contours as an input for the 3D
model.
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Proposed Method
The method is separated in three continuous parts. Firstly, the boundaries of the inner/outer
contours will be extracted within a specific threshold starting from a seed point which is manually
picked by the user. Then the boundaries will be thinning leaving only a one pixel width boundary.
Also at this step the non-boundary pixels will be removed. Finally, boundary points will be chosen
within an appropriate step after a B-spline interpolation.
Step I: Boundary Extraction
The method is based on flood-fill algorithm [14]. The input will have three parameters:
an initial seed point which will be chosen manually by the user. The seed point must be
between inner and outer boundaries but not within any islet with threshold close to boundary
threshold.
 a threshold which will defined by the user. However the threshold must be similar for all the
CT slices.
 a second point named within.inner.boundary which will be chosen manually by the user. The
within.inner.boundary must be within the inner contour. If the user needs to extract more than
one inner boundary (a bone with two inner boundaries) then s/he must click within the other
inner boundaries.
The idea of flood-fill algorithm is simple with a propagation starting from the seed point and
preceding until reaching the boundaries (out of threshold). The algorithm using a 4-connected area
is:


function Fill (column, row)
{
current.color = GetPixelcolor (column, row)

if (current.color != paint.color && current.color <= threshold)
{
PaintPoint (column, row, paint.color)
Fill (column+1, row)
Fill (column-1, row)
Fill (column, row+1)
Fill (column, row-1)
}
else if (current.color != paint.color && current.color > threshold)
Add.Point.Boundary (column, row)
}

Using the above algorithm the region between inner and outer contours will be painted
temporarily with paint.color. The painted region is within the given threshold and the points out
of threshold will be the boundary points. The problem is that the boundaries will have a thickness
more than one point. Also islets with boundary threshold between inner and outer contour will
appear on results (Figure 1). All this will be solved at the second step.
Here we use a recursive algorithm which may cause stack overflow because of the memory used.
However, nowadays computers memory has increased enough. But we suggest similar algorithms
based on queue data structure [15, 16] as an alternative way in case of memory problem.
Step II: Removing islets, Thinning boundary, B-spline
At this step we will proceed with improving the results given from the flood-fill algorithm.
Firstly we will remove the islets with boundary threshold which appears between inner and outer
contours. Then we will extract one point thick boundary and finally we will fit a B-spline curve on
the boundary points.
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Figure 1. The results of Step I where is shown the extracted boundaries and the islets
Removing Islets
Since the area between inner and outer boundaries is not always clean it is possible to have small
regions with the same threshold as the boundaries. That garbage’s are produced from the first step
and are not necessary for the final results. We suggest the following algorithm overall previously
extracted points to remove as much garbage as we can:
Let’s suppose that the boundary point extracted from the fist step has value 1
(Point(column,row)=1) and the rest value 0 (Point(column,row)=0).
function Check (column, row)
{
/*for a given column and row the following variables are calculated.
all: number of all active neighbors: min=0, max=8
vertical: number of all active vertical neighbors: min=0, max=8
diagonal: number of all active diagonal neighbors: min=0, max=8*/
flag = 0
if (all==1 || all==0)
{
Point(column, row) = 0
return
}
else if (vertical==1 && diagonal==1)
{
if (Point(column+1,row-1)==1 && Point(column,row-1)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column-1,row-1)==1 && Point(column,row-1)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column+1,row+1)==1 && Point(column,row+1)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column-1,row+1)==1 && Point(column,row+1)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column-1,row+1)==1 && Point(column-1,row)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column-1,row-1)==1 && Point(column-1,row)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column+1,row+1)==1 && Point(column+1,row)==1) flag=1
else if (Point(column+1,row-1)==1 && Point(column+1,row)==1) flag=1

}

if (flag==1)
{
Point(column, row) = 0
return
}
}
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Thinning boundary
At that phase we will continue with the extraction of one point width boundaries (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The results of Step II where is shown a sampled one point thick outer boundary
Firstly the outer boundary is produced and then the inner boundary (or boundaries). The
starting point of outer boundary (column, row) can be easily chosen by selecting the point with the
maximum coordinates. The boundary point is inserted at the end of list through the function
Insert.point.list(column, row, flag). A node of the boundary list has: point coordinates, the number of
current active neighbors of the point (flag) and a pointer which point to the next node. The pointer
TailList refers always to the last node of the list. Also the function DeletePoint() is used to delete the
last point of the list and set the pointer TailList to the previous one.
function exact_boundary
{
flag = 0
column.start = column
row.start = row
do{ /*all 8-neighbors combinations*/
if (Point(column+1,row)==1)
{
column = column + 1
flag = flag + 1
Point(column, row) = 0
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column,row+1)==1)
{
row = row + 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column-1,row)==1)
{
column = column - 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column,row-1)==1)
{
row = row - 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column+1,row-1)==1)
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{
column = column + 1
row = row - 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column-1,row+1)==1)
{
column = column - 1
row = row + 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column+1,row+1)==1)
{
column = column + 1
row = row + 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else if (Point(column-1,row-1)==1)
{
column = column - 1
row = row - 1
flag = flag + 1
Insert.point.list (column, row, flag)
}
else
{
if (flag>9)
{/*Here is the stopping criteria, when the boundary closed*/
if (column==column.start && row==row.start) break;
else if (column==column.start && row==row.start+1) break;
else if (column==column.start && row==row.start-1) break;
else if (column==column.start+1 && row==row.start) break;
else if (column==column.start-1 && row==row.start) break;
else if (column==column.start+1 && row==row.start+1) break;
else if (column==column.start-1 && row==row.start-1) break;
else if (column==column.start+1 && row==row.start-1) break;
else if (column==column.start-1 && row==row.start+1) break;
}
/*If the point does not have neighbors then delete it and return to the
previous point of the list*/
DeletePoint()
column = TailList->column
row = TailList->row
flag = TailList->flag
}
}while (1) /*end of infinite while*/
}

The same function exact_boundary() is used to calculate the inner boundary with the starting point
calculated using the initial picked point within.inner.boundary which is within the inner boundary.
Moving outward from the point within.inner.boundary the first boundary point we meet is the starting
point for extracting the inner boundary. Of course before the inner contour extraction the points of
outer boundary are deleted from the list.
The inner contour can be extracted with an alternative way by choosing from the beginning,
after calculating the outer boundary, a seed point within the inner boundary. However, we decide to
choose that way so the data to meet the same threshold criteria since the area within inner contour
has a different threshold scale from the area between inner and outer contour. Also it is not
necessary to pass Step I.
Finally, the user can define the sample rate of the extracted boundaries points. That if is not
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necessary to keep one-point step boundary for a further processing.
B-spline
At that phase B-spline interpolation has been made a using De Boor’s algorithm [17] over the
extracted boundary pointed. Then the boundaries are resampled to generate equally spaced points.
B-spline will guarantee the same degree and smoothness (cubic and twice continuously
differentiable) over all the slices, which will help on the 3D modeling.
Conclusions
The method that we presented is automatic (except the three initial parameters chosen initially
by the user manual) for extraction of inner/outer contours of 2D images. It is a practical and
accurate method which at some way resembles the Magic Wand Tool of Adobe Photoshop
software. However, with Adobe Photoshop software we can take as result only a processed image
and not the boundary pixels. Therefore a further process is needed. Here we suggest completed
package for a boundary extraction.
Obviously, some parts of the methods need improvement in terms of computational complexity
which we suggest for future research. However, in this article we care more for the accuracy of the
extracted data which can be used for a further process on building real models.
The method can be successfully applied for extraction of boundaries as an input of a 3D model,
specifically as described above for computer tomography images. However, we believe that it can
be easily applied to several other applications not only medical but generally computer graphics.
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